DID YOU KNOW IT?

The NTN-SNR Trucks Aftermarket offer contains NTN bearings produced in 6 plants based on 3 different continents – Europe, Asia and North America. Japan being the bigger supplier.

The offer includes products for the Asian vehicles (gearbox bearings) and for American vehicles under NTN-Bower brand (wheel and differential bearings). It also includes a wide range for European vehicles (wheel, gearbox and differential bearings).

NTN is one of the main supplier for the trucks’ OE market over the world.

CHOOSING NTN-SNR PRODUCTS, YOU WILL HAVE:

OE quality products tested and approved by our OE customers
Solution for wheel axle, gearbox and differential
Range covering the main trucks brands of the European trucks park
Asian range for the gearbox application – Hino Motors, Isuzu Trucks, UD Trucks, Fuso Mitsubishi
Applications for different kind of vehicles – Trucks, Trailers, Bus, Commercial vehicles
THE NTN-SNR AFTERMARKET OFFER

Today NTN-SNR proposes 455 aftermarket part numbers offering several solutions to our customers:

- 170 wheel bearings for European vehicles
  - > 135 HDB items – tapered bearings
  - > 35 HDS items – specific axles bearings
- 279 gearbox and differential bearings
  - > 180 part numbers - European offer
  - > 99 part numbers – Asian offer
- 6 timing pulleys for Asian vehicles – Hino Motors, Isuzu trucks, UD Trucks

RANGE SPECIFICATION

OE QUALITY
NTN is known for the quality of their products. Thanks to our OE requirements, the truck and heavy duty aftermarket range is known as a PREMIUM range in the market.

#RELIABILITYINSIDE

DIVERSITY OF SOLUTION OFFERED
The Trucks range covers in majority Trucks application but not only. NTN-SNR also proposes axles bearings for commercial vehicles, light commercial vehicles, trailers and buses.
This diversity allows to get a wide and complete range.

TRUCKS PARK COVERAGE
NTN-SNR covers the mains applications of the truck park in Europe, Asia and United States under the NTN-Bower brand.

- European brands: Renault Trucks, Volvo, Ivecco, Mercedes-Benz, DAF, MAN, Scania
- Asian brands: Hino Motors, Isuzu Trucks, UD Trucks/Nissan, Fuso Mitsubishi
- US brands: Mack Trucks, Ford, GMC Trucks, Freightliners

Moreover, our offer also covers the main trailers brands - as SAF, BPW and Gigant – and buses brands – Leyland, Irisbus (Ivecco), Evobus (Daimler), Neoplan Bus (Man), Scania Bus, Volvo Bus.
For our gearbox bearings offer, we have products for ZF gearboxes, which is the main supplier in the market.

Find all our products with their pictures, car maker data and application on TecDoc.